what will be your future career in college? but
the die is not yet cast, and to those of you
whose magnet is needle does not point in the
direction. Now say take another and a better
course!

Listen only to the words of Virtue and
Reason upon your right, push zealously and
faithfully on upon the collegiate journey that
stretches before you, - which will grow bright-
ter and smoother as you near the end,
and there, instead of the willow wreath of
sorrow, receive upon your brows the triun-
phing garlands of laurel with which Victory
is attractively waiting to crown you.
The hour
when you must all bid a long farewell
to this garden spot of your life is fast fast
approaching.
The suffering and sorrow of that
hour none of you will believe until it falls
upon you forth the grasp of Time.

These classic shades have become endeared to us all;
there are incidents and associations connec-
ted with, that, though trackless deserts and
boundless oceans may intervene, it is impos-
sible for us to forget them. This our earthly